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Skin and Soft Tissue Loss of the Lip by Friction Burn: A Reconstruction Case with Composite Flap
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Traumatic lip injury is one of the most common clinical conditions in facial injuries. Nonetheless, the degree of the convex and
concave slopes on the vermilion border appears to be unique and dynamic; therefore, the reconstruction of the lip defect is always challenging for plastic surgeons [1]. We present a patient who fell off a motorcycle at speed and had a severe friction
burn injury with a significant loss of the skin and soft tissue on the left lower lip. (J Korean Burn Soc 2022;25:13-15)
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from the delivery service, and, unfortunately, she had a

INTRODUCTION

traffic accident while riding a motorbike without wearing
the safety gear. The motorbike crash occurred under an

A patient with lip injury by motorbike or bicycle has of-

unfavored road condition, such as a slippery and uneven

ten visited the Emergency Room (ER). Most patients have

road surface with wet gravel on the pavement. The pa-

severely busted or tear-down lips with or without the

tient was thrown over the bike, and, indeed, she landed

headgear. There is no well-known adequate safety gear for

on the road the face first. Then, her face was chafed and

the lips when falling off and plunging to the ground head

grated against a rough asphalt concrete surface. The low-

first. A motorbike traffic accident's friction burn on the lip

er left side of the lip was utterly torn down and shredded

is even worse: dropping to the concrete ground at full

by friction burn on the rough surface of the road. There

speed causes complete soft tissue loss and skin defects via

was disrupted lip alignment: the mucocutaneous junction,

the friction against the rugged and gravel-surfaced road.

vermilion border, and commissure lines were all ripped

Our patient had a motorcycle accident with a severe fric-

down; some fragments and strand-like debris remained

tion burn and tear-off injury on the lower lip.

(Fig. 1). Even the orbicularis oris muscle (OOM) was
hardly found in the traumatic defect of the Left lower lip.

CASE REPORT

It was an unorthodox method: however, there was no
choice but the composite advancement flap of the vermi-

A 50-year-old-woman visited the emergency room via

lion mucosa with musculocutaneous flaps, the remnants

ambulance on a rainy day. The patient had made a living

of OOM, was carried out at the ER. At first, a file of
strand-like debris should be re-organized: each was tied
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to the surgical cloth & gauze to have a clear-looking blueprint in which all of the debris, flaps, and remaining tissues were displayed distinguishably, as seen in Fig. 2. All
the small fell-off flaps were sewed up together with 6∼0
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Fig. 1. At ER, the mucocutaneous junction, vermilion border,
and commissure lines are all ripped down.

Fig. 3. The oral commissure and vermilion line are barely
secured after the surgery.

Fig. 2. A file of strand-like debris is re-aligned.

Fig. 4. The skin defect is well healed 6 months later.

polysorb to make the more oversized flaps; soon after,

functional problems, but some minor scars were seen in

they were also sutured to the surrounding membranes.

Fig. 4.

Nevertheless, it was not enough to cover up the defected
area by friction burn on asphalt concrete’s hard & rough

DISCUSSION

surface. The vermilion border, oral commissure, and inner mucosa of the labial tissues were sutured up using

Lip reconstruction may be a problematic approach for

a “purse-string suture” method with polysorb 5∼0.

plastic surgeons since the shape of the lip has to be as-

Under the circumstances, the oral commissure and vermi-

sessed and evaluated from a three-dimensional per-

lion line were barely secured, as seen in the Fig. 3. The

spective [1,2]. Topologically speaking, the tangent line of

patient visited the Out-Patient Department of Plastic

every point on the surface of the lip has a different value:

Surgery 6 months later. She did not complain of many

in other words, the slope of the contouring lines on the
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surface of the lip is quite steep. Thus, in the case of a skin
defect or a deep laceration on the peri-labial area, the
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are put together before suturing, each bite of sewing on
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the stump and flap is cautiously estimated and precisely
sutured. Otherwise, seriously elevated scar formations
will be a consequence [3,4]. It is an unorthodox measure;
in our case, looking like a dissected specimen displayed
in the lab, as seen in Fig. 2. However, it is inevitable to
re-arrange the bewildering array of tear-down tissues
when all debris & fragments of tissues are mingled with
hematoma. In the worst case, they are evenly spread out
in chaotic order. There is no clue which flaps to sew up
first. Myo-cutaneous advancement flap has to be performed; all vermilion mucosa and cutaneous, the remnants of OOM, and the underlying skin are raised and
sutured together [4-6].
In conclusion, a clear look at the operation field is
needed for totally crushed and clipped lip injury by friction burn. To do so, hematoma must be removed, and all
the debris & fragmented tissues must be seen in an orderly array. Then every tissue near the traumatically defected lip is used for the composite advancement flap
[5-7].
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